Most people have visited or heard of the Greenbrier Resort in White Sulfur Springs, WV; The Omni
Homestead Resort in Hot Springs, Virginia; and The Nemacolin Woodlands Resort in Farmington, PA.
(Nemacolin in western PA incidentally has its own private airport, PA88.) But few are aware of the
Omni Mt. Washington Resort in Bretton Woods, NH. This is a grand resort destination for serious
consideration, especially during the upcoming fall season with the spectacular changing of the leaves
throughout the northeastern states or during
the winter months for skiing. You can touch
up your mountain flying skills by flying
around Mt. Washington and the Presidential
Range en route to the Omni Resort.
Flying below terrain in the mountains can be
risky or frightening for the inexperienced.
The first time you attempt such a flight, it
would not be a bad idea to go with someone
who has mountain flying experience, or betOmni Mt. Washington Lodge, Bretton Woods, NH.
ter yet, take a few mountain flying lessons
(Photo from Omni Resort)
from an instructor. The two best places to
practice mountain flying in the northeast are Mt. Marcy and the Adirondacks just south of Lake Placid
or The Presidential Range in northern New Hampshire. A great tutorial for mountain flying information is the most recently revised edition of Sparky Imeson’s “Mountain Flying Bible.” If you read
Sparky’s book and get a little coaching, you’ll enjoy the experience and will hardly be able to wait to

try out your new mountain flying skills in the Colorado
Rockies where there are 53 peaks over 14,000’ and
many airports above 8,000’ MSL.

You might want to make a landing at the Alton Bay Ice Runway on
your way to Mt. Washington
(mid winter only when it is frozen).

Imeson gave hundreds of lectures, wrote many articles, and wrote several books on mountain flying. He
also had all the ratings including ATP and 20,000+
hours with endorsements in several dozen aircraft.
Unfortunately he was killed when he flew his Cessna
180 into a mountainside near Bozeman, MT, in 2009.

Irrespective of the NTSB findings, I believe
the accident was the result of a medical
event where Imeson, 64 years old, was incapacitated and unable to continue flying the
airplane. Imeson was legend in his own
time, and his books are still available HERE
or on Amazon.com.
View of Mt. Washington from the Atlantic coast.....~65 miles.

Washington and Presidential Range projecting through low clouds.

Mount Washington Regional Airport (KHIE)
near the Omni MW Resort opened more than
70 years ago and is a great place to fly into
anytime of the year. The runway and terminal are well maintained although there are
sometimes patches of snow on the runway
during the winter months. I have landed at
this airport many times throughout the year
and always enjoyed the experience. MIRL
are pilot operated by the CTAF for night ops.
Self-serve 100LL fuel is available 24hrs. on
the field using a personal credit card.

KHIE can experience extremely low temperatures
during the winter months. Errors can be encountered in regular altimetry systems under conditions of extremely cold temperatures. Several
years ago the FAA decided to designate certain
airports at risk for very low temperatures where a
cold temperature altimetry correction is required.
KHIE is such a “cold temperature restricted” (CTR) airport.
Washington and the Presidential Range; Tuckerman's Ravine on right.

You can tell if an airport has a CTR designation
by seeing a snowflake icon followed by a negative temperature near the upper left corner of
the standard approach plate. Check out THIS
approach plate for KHIE. Altitude corrections
need not be made unless the negative surface
temperature indicated after the snowflake icon
is reached or exceeded. Wilkes Barre-Scranton
(KAVP) is an example of a CTR airport near Lancaster. You can read more about the correction
that needs to be made when flying an IAP at a
CTR airport HERE.

Mt. Washington summit showing cog railway coming into photo from bottom.

None of this information applies to VFR pilots
landing at airports with the CTR designation.
Special take-off minimums/departure procedures
also apply and can be reviewed in the appropriate
Airport/Facility Directory.

Flying left base for RW10 at Mt. Washington Regional Airport (KHIE). Wildlife
are frequently seen at this airport, including moose.

Mt. Washington Regional Airport (Elev. 1,072’) is
only about 6 miles from the 6,288’ summit of Mt.
Washington, so it will take you a bit of circling to
descend to the airport from over the summit.
Runways are 10/28 and 4,001’ X 75’.

Near touchdown on RW10 at KHIE with Mt. Washington in the background. During the winter months the runway is often partly snow covered. Making practice landings on the ice runway at Alton Bay (B18)
helps assure a safe landing on snow covered runways like this.

Terminal building at Mt. Washington Regional (KHIE), Whitefield, NH.

There is no landing fee for non-commercial aircraft. RW28 is the calm wind runway, and most
landings are made on RW28. RW10 is left traffic
and RW28 right for noise abatement over the
town of Whitefield, NH. There is a power transmission line crossing the approach end of RW28
about ½ mile from the runway threshold marked
with day glow balls.

You are going to encounter Yankee 1 and 2 MOA
en route to KHIE. Advisories regarding the activity of these air spaces are available from Boston
Center on freq. 135.7. Air Force and National
Guard jets are permitted to practice low altitude
VFR flying (100’ AGL) at a high rate of speed
(>300knots) in these areas.
Lenticular clouds over the summit of Mt. Washington.

It’s about a 12 mile drive from the airport to the
resort. Unfortunately, the resort does not provide airport limo service, so you will have to call a
cab (Dave’s Taxi at 603-444-0407). Alternatively,
if you call the hotel upon arrival at the airport ask
for the concierge desk, and they will arrange
transportation for you. You can get more information on the Omni Mt. Washington Resort
HERE.
Mt. Washington and Presidential Range from ~15 miles.

The main dining room at the Omni MW Resort is
Notice the smog in the background.
similar in appearance to the Circular Dining Room
at the Hotel Hershey, and the menu is equally delectable.
Try the bourbon glazed short ribs if they are still offered – you won’t be disappointed.

Summit of Mt. Washington, 6,289' elev.

